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COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 2015 

ASSET TRANSFER REQUEST FORM  

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

This is a standard asset transfer request form which can be used to make a 

request to any relevant authority.  Relevant authorities may also provide their 

own forms in their own style.   

You do not need to use this form or a relevant authority’s form to make an 

asset transfer request, but using a form will help you to make sure you include 

all the required information. 

You should read the asset transfer guidance provided by the Scottish 

Government before making a request.  Relevant authorities may also provide 

additional guidance on their schemes. 

You are strongly advised to contact the relevant authority and discuss your 

proposals with them before making an asset transfer request.   

When completed, this form must be sent to the relevant authority which owns 

or leases the land your request relates to.    
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This is an asset transfer request made under Part 5 of the Community 

Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015. 

Section 1: Information about the community transfer body (CTB) making the 

request 

1.1 Name of the CTB making the asset transfer request   

Fraserburgh Fitness Centre 

1.2 CTB address.  This should be the registered address, if you have one.   

Postal address: James Ramsay Park, Maconochie Road, Fraserburgh 

 

 

 

Postcode: AB43 8TH 

1.3 Contact details.  Please provide the name and contact address to which 

correspondence in relation to this asset transfer request should be sent. 

Contact name: Albert Ross 

Postal address: Fraserburgh Fitness Centre, James Ramsay Park, Maconochie 

Road, Fraserburgh   

 

 

 

Postcode: AB43 8TH 

Email:  

Telephone: 01346512243 

 We agree that correspondence in relation to this asset transfer request may be 

sent by email to the email address given above.  (Please tick to indicate agreement) 

You can ask the relevant authority to stop sending correspondence by email, or 

change the email address, by telling them at any time, as long as 5 working days’ 

notice is given.   
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1.4 Please mark an “X” in the relevant box to confirm the type of CTB and its 

official number, if it has one. 

 Company, and its company number is ………….  

X Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation 
(SCIO), and its charity number is ……………….. 

SC035297 

 Community Benefit Society (BenCom), and its 
registered number is ……………………………… 

 

 Unincorporated organisation (no number)  

 

Please attach a copy of the CTB’s constitution, articles of association or 

registered rules. 

1.5 Has the organisation been individually designated as a community transfer 

body by the Scottish Ministers?  

No     

Yes   ☐ 
Please give the title and date of the designation order: 

 

 

1.6 Does the organisation fall within a class of bodies which has been designated 

as community transfer bodies by the Scottish Ministers?   

No     

Yes   ☐ 

If yes what class of bodies does it fall within?   
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Section 2: Information about the land and rights requested 

2.1 Please identify the land to which this asset transfer request relates.   

You should provide a street address or grid reference and any name by which the 

land or building is known.  If you have identified the land on the relevant authority’s 

register of land, please enter the details listed there.   

It may be helpful to provide one or more maps or drawings to show the boundaries of 

the land requested.  If you are requesting part of a piece of land, you must give a full 

description of the boundaries of the area to which your request relates.  If you are 

requesting part of a building, please make clear what area you require.  A drawing 

may be helpful. 

WOODSIDE BURGH HALL, 360 CLIFTON ROAD, ABERDEEN, AB24 4DX 

 

 

 

2.2 Please provide the UPRN (Unique Property Reference Number), if known.  

If the property has a UPRN you will find it in the relevant authority’s register of land.  

UPRN:       N/A 
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Section 3: Type of request, payment and conditions 

3.1 Please tick what type of request is being made: 

 

 for ownership (under section 79(2)(a)) - go to section 3A 

 

 for lease (under section 79(2)(b)(i)) –  go to section 3B 

 

 for other rights (section 79(2)(b)(ii)) - go to section 3C 

 

3A – Request for ownership 

What price are you prepared to pay for the land requested? :  

Proposed price: £1.00 

Please attach a note setting out any other terms and conditions you wish to apply to 

the request. 

3B – request for lease 

What is the length of lease you are requesting? 

 

How much rent are you prepared to pay? Please make clear whether this is per year 

or per month. 

Proposed rent: £                        per    

Please attach a note setting out any other terms and conditions you wish to be 

included in the lease, or to apply to the request in any other way. 
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3C – request for other rights 

What are the rights you are requesting?   

Ownership of land and building in question 

 

Do you propose to make any payment for these rights?   

Yes    

No     

If yes, how much are you prepared to pay?  Please make clear what period this 

would cover, for example per week, per month, per day? 

Proposed payment:  £ 1                  per    

Please attach a note setting out any other terms and conditions you wish to apply to 

the request. 
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Section 4: Community Proposal  

4.1 Please set out the reasons for making the request and how the land or 

building will be used. 

This should explain the objectives of your project, why there is a need for it, any 

development or changes you plan to make to the land or building, and any activities 

that will take place there.   

We have in the past been a weekly user of the Burgh Hall for many years until it 

closed many years ago, we conducted Fitness and Martial arts Classes at the hall 

very successfully enjoying weekly high numbers of users this was done alongside 

other community groups who hired the hall. 

We would like to run the hall as a community facility not only for our own members 

but also to encourage other groups in the community to use the facility for the benefit 

of the whole community, there is a shortage of halls in the Aberdeen city for 

charitable groups to use and so many groups are in need of a facility that they can 

rely on being available and be of a high standard 

1 Our main objective is to see the Burgh Hall rise from the ashes of an abandoned 

building and be brought back to a high stand for the people of the community 

2 The building needs around thirty Thousand Pounds plus spent on it structurally and 

cosmetically to bring it back to a usable state, the outside grounds need Seven 

Hundred to a Thousand pounds spent to clear and clean up, these are prices we 

have obtained over the past few days from contractors who have viewed documents 

supplied to us through the city council. 

The only changes structurally to the building we would like to make in the future after 

(planning permission and building warrant being obtained) would be to insert a false 

floor in the main hall, with a ceiling height in excess of six meters plus, we believe 

there is scope to double the size of the main hall and have more floor area for 

various community groups to use the facility at one time.    

3 The type of activities we would offer at this location would vary, the more variety 

we can have on offer from different groups using this facility gives the community a 

wider choice of activities, they would be geared towards fitness for all age groups, 

there would be activities for those groups who were not interested in Martial Arts and 

fitness such as toddler groups, drug rehabilitation groups, groups who want 

somewhere to hold meetings plus many more ideas but these are just some of the 

activities we are looking to encourage with twenty years’ experience of running a 

very successful community facility in Fraserburgh, we have the expertise to do this 

successfully and engage with the local community.  
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Benefits of the proposal 

4.2 Please set out the benefits that you consider will arise if the request is agreed 

to. 

This section should explain how the project will benefit your community, and others.  

Please refer to the guidance on how the relevant authority will consider the benefits 

of a request.   

Our project will provide sports activities and much more to the local community and 

highlight the need for healthy living and also encourage ethnic groups to interact with 

the community and to supply an affordable sport to families that would otherwise find 

it difficult to send their children. 

With a significant undertaking both operationally and financially, it is important to us 

to identify the extent to which other facilities in the community exist locally. A good 

understanding of the amenities locally will ensure the correct decisions are made 

and that there is reduced risk from duplicating provision where the size of the market 

will not support it. Research into sports provision in the local area highlighted that 

there is a lacking of local amenities in the immediate area. 

This key strategy for sport and exercise was created by the Scottish Government in 

2007 to set out the long-term national aims for sport until 2020. The plan includes the 

vision that everyone should have access to affordable, high quality community sports 

facilities, advice and guidance. Reaching Higher focuses on two key elements of 

sports and fitness in Scotland. 

Developing the Burgh Hall to provide more activities for more people, incorporating a 

broader range of sports directly supports this strategy within Aberdeen City and the 

surrounding populations. 

 

Class Outline 

Boot-camps This intense block of training targets all areas of fitness, often 
incorporating and advising on lifestyle and diet to support the 
full programme.  

Spinning This popular cycling-based workout improves aerobic fitness 
and assists in weight loss. Additional investment in 
equipment would be required. 

Conditioning Conditioning classes can support a wider range of sports 
clubs and classes, improving performance as a result. 

Step Classes Creative moves choreographed around the step, for an effective fat 
burning and toning workout.  

Abs and Core 
Specific 

Focused short sessions on toning core muscles.  
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Restrictions on use of the land 

4.3 If there are any restrictions on the use or development of the land, please 

explain how your project will comply with these.   

Restrictions might include, amongst others, environmental designations such as a 

Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSI), heritage designations such as listed building 

status, controls on contaminated land or planning restrictions. 

There are no restrictions that we are aware of currently, but we have no intention of 

altering the outside of this building or the grounds that surround it. 

We only have plans at present for the repairs to the roof, chimneys and pointing on 

the exterior of the building and the clearing of the ground area at the front and side of 

the building to take it back to hardcore as it was when in use in the past as time goes 

on we do intend to tarmac the front and side of the building. 

The interior of the building is in a poor state with damp probably from the roof 

problems and will need addressing these areas will be treated and the interior 

redecorated, all electrics and plumbing will be checked and made safe as per 

building regulations and health and safety.  

 

 

 

Negative consequences 

4.4 What negative consequences (if any) may occur if your request is agreed to?  

How would you propose to minimise these? 

You should consider any potential negative consequences for the local economy, 

environment, or any group of people, and explain how you could reduce these. 

We do not foresee any negative consequences if our request is successful, please 

see under heading previously Benefits of the proposal, section 4.2 second 

paragraph page 8  

It is our intent to benefit the local community and not to put any other groups in any 

hardship what so ever. 

There is no threat to the environment and the local economy can only benefit by this 

reopening of what was once a very important facility to the local community. 
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Capacity to deliver 

4.5 Please show how your organisation will be able to manage the project and 

achieve your objectives.   

This could include the skills and experience of members of the organisation, any 

track record of previous projects, whether you intend to use professional advisers, 

etc. 

We have a track record with Aberdeenshire Council, we obtained some derelict 

sheds in 2001 from the local authority who at the time were considering demolishing 

the three hundred square meter buildings located in James Ramsay Park in 

Fraserburgh. We renovated these buildings to a high standard and over the years 

expanded the building to 1500 square meters at present day, with plans for a squash 

court centre approximately 450 square meters in size, building should commence 

spring of 2019. We have a client base of just over 1500 per week through our doors 

and work very closely with Aberdeenshire local council officers such as Mr John 

Harding head of learning and sports and Mr Tim Stephens Facilities Manager,  we 

also have a very good working relationship with Miss Margaret-Jane Cardno the past 

Area Committee Manager of the Banff and Buchan Area Committee, we are now 

recognised as a very important part of the infrastructure for sports in the Fraserburgh 

area by Aberdeenshire council. 

We have in place the personnel to complete the transformation of the Burgh Hall, we 

presently have five full time staff and nine part time staff in addition to these paid 

members of staff we have more than twenty-three volunteers from Aberdeen Ellon 

and Fraserburgh who all contribute to the success of our group.   

We are in the privileged position to afford the renovation work which is required to be 

done to the burgh hall from our club’s funds which would mean that we do not have 

to apply for funding and could start the work as soon as we were successful in 

obtaining the building (if we were to be successful) this would be a big advantage in 

the progression of this project. 

We are a forward thinking group who have a very professional track record for 

getting the job done, I am certain if any of the aforementioned Aberdeenshire 

Council officers were contacted they would give the Aberdeen city council a more 

detailed account of our past history and substantiate my claims as in the past they 

have told me personally that ours is one of the most impressive community groups in 

Aberdeenshire and I know that we could be the same in the Aberdeen City Area.     

We have a strong following in Aberdeen city, the problem is we only hire halls and 

through no fault of our own sometimes have to miss sessions or have to move due to 

closures such as the hall of residence in Bridge of Don because of floor warping, this 

is why we have been trying for the past few years to obtain the Burgh Hall but no one 

could commit to the rental or disposal of the building, I just saw the article in the 

Press and Journal on the 28th of this month and have hurried this application through 

before the 1st of August. 
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Section 5: Level and nature of support 

5.1 Please provide details of the level and nature of support for the request, from 

your community and, if relevant, from others.   

This could include information on the proportion of your community who are involved 

with the request, how you have engaged with your community beyond the members 

of your organisation and what their response has been.  You should also show how 

you have engaged with any other communities that may be affected by your 

proposals.  

 

Unfortunately due to the two day notice I have had to prepare this application it has 

not been possible for us to conduct a survey on line for support but we know our 

areas and know from other groups we have dealings with in other community 

facilities all across the City that we have all had the same problem of finding 

somewhere that we can settle down to use on a permanent basis for our different 

activities without the fear that we will have to move due to circumstances outside of 

our control, that is why we have been trying for the past five years to find a location 

that would be suitable for everyone’s needs. 

As I stated previously we enjoy a very good working relationship with Aberdeenshire 

Council and we were successful in 2013 in obtaining community asset transfer of our 

building and the land it is situated on from the Aberdeenshire Council for the fee of 

£1 we have continued to expand our services to the local community because of this 

generosity on the part of the local authority, we have clubs in Fraserburgh Aberdeen 

and Ellon with a strong following but these two areas do not have a permanent base 

to work out of and sometimes have to travel through to our headquarters in 

Fraserburgh, it would be something we have strived to put right for many years and 

having the Burgh Hall will make it a reality.  
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Section 6: Funding 

6.1 Please outline how you propose to fund the price or rent you are prepared to 

pay for the land, and your proposed use of the land. 

You should show your calculations of the costs associated with the transfer of the 

land or building and your future use of it, including any redevelopment, ongoing 

maintenance and the costs of your activities.  All proposed income and investment 

should be identified, including volunteering and donations.  If you intend to apply for 

grants or loans you should demonstrate that your proposals are eligible for the 

relevant scheme, according to the guidance available for applicants. 

 

As I have previously stated we are able to start and pay for the work that is needed 

to the property without having to look for funding. 

Future use of the building as previously stated we intend to operate the Burgh Hall 

on a Community basis involving as many groups in the area which have activities 

that will benefit the local community with all profits going back into the Burgh Hall for 

the development and running of it. 

Costs of our activities are very low as we have an excess of equipment built up over 

many years, which gives us a healthy start over others. 

We would hope to keep cost to other groups down as low as possible, so we can 

encourage multiple community organisation to use the facility at very affordable 

prices. 

As a Charitable organisation (Company Limited by Guarantee) you will see from our 

end of year returns we are a successful group who puts its profits back into the 

facility we run at present. 

We have a very high number of volunteers in the Aberdeen area who have 

supported our group for more than twenty years and we are getting new volunteers 

all the time who want to become part of our group. 
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Signature 

Two office-bearers (board members, charity trustees or committee members) of the 

community transfer body must sign the form.  They must provide their full names 

and home addresses for the purposes of prevention and detection of fraud. 

This form and supporting documents will be made available online for any interested 

person to read and comment on.  Personal information will be redacted before the 

form is made available. 

 

We, the undersigned on behalf of the community transfer body as noted at 

section 1, make an asset transfer request as specified in this form.   

We declare that the information provided in this form and any accompanying 

documents is accurate to the best of our knowledge. 

Name   

Address PLEASE ATTACHED SCANNED SIGNATURES DOCUMENT 

  

Date   

Position  

Signature  

 

Name  PLEASE ATTACHED SCANNED SIGNATURES DOCUMENT 

Address  

 

Date   

Position  

Signature  
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Checklist of accompanying documents 

To check that nothing is missed, please list any documents which you are submitting 

to accompany this form. 

Section 1 – you must attach your organisation’s constitution, articles of 

association or registered rules 

Title of document attached:   

 

Section 2 – any maps, drawings or description of the land requested 

Documents attached: 

Unfortunately, due to time scale I have been unable to submit any maps of the Burgh 

hall 

Section 3 – note of any terms and conditions that are to apply to the request 

Documents attached: 

As laid out on the previous form  

Section 4 – about your proposals, their benefits, any restrictions on the land or 

potential negative consequences, and your organisation’s capacity to deliver. 

Documents attached: 

End of year accounts 

Section 5 – evidence of community support 

Documents attached: 

Due to time scale (3 working days) this has not been possible to submit 

Section 6 – funding 

Documents attached: 

No Funding required from our end. 
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